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Abstract
Plasma conﬁned by a magnetic dipole is stabilized, at low beta, by magnetic compressibility. The
ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) requirements for stability against interchange and high-n ballooning
modes are derived at arbitrary beta for a fusion grade laboratory plasma conﬁned by a levitated dipole.
A high beta MHD equilibrium is found numerically with a pressure proﬁle near marginal stability for
interchange modes, a peak local beta of β ∼ 10, and volume averaged beta of β ∼ 0.5. This equilibrium
is demonstrated to be ballooning stable on all ﬁeld lines.
The dipole magnetic ﬁeld is the simplest and most
common magnetic ﬁeld conﬁguration in the universe.
It is the magnetic far-ﬁeld of a single, circular cur-
rent loop, and it represents the dominate structure
of the middle magnetospheres of magnetized plan-
ets and neutron stars. The use of a dipole magnetic
ﬁeld generated by a levitated ring to conﬁne a hot
plasma for fusion power generation was ﬁrst consid-
ered by Akira Hasegawa [1, 2]. In order to eliminate
losses along the ﬁeld lines Hasegawa suggested the
use of a levitated ring. He postulated that if a hot
plasma having pressure proﬁles similar to those ob-
served in nature could be conﬁned by a laboratory
dipole magnetic ﬁeld, this plasma might also be im-
mune to anomalous (outward) transport of plasma
energy and particles.
The dipole conﬁnement concept is based on the
idea of generating pressure proﬁles near marginal sta-
bility for low-frequency magnetic and electrostatic
ﬂuctuations. From ideal MHD marginal stability re-
sults when the pressure proﬁle satisﬁes the adiabatic-
ity condition [3, 4], δ(pV γ) = 0, where p is plasma
pressure, V is the ﬂux tube volume (V ≡ ∮ d/B)
and γ = 5/3. This condition leads to dipole pres-
sure proﬁles that scale with radius as r−20/3, simi-
lar to energetic particle pressure proﬁles observed in
the Earth’s magnetosphere. This condition limits the
peak pressure i.e. ppeak ≤ pedge(Vedge/Vpeak)γ and a
relatively low pressure at the plasma edge requires a
large ﬂux expansion, i.e. Vedge/Vpeak  1.
At low beta the magnetic ﬁeld in the plasma will
closely approximate the vacuum ﬁeld. At ﬁnite beta
the equilibrium ﬁeld can be determined from a solu-
tion of the Grad-Shafranov equation. At suﬃciently
high beta the stability of MHD ballooning modes
needs to be examined.
The high beta MHD stability limit has been exam-
ined by several authors [5, 6, 7] in the magnetospheric
context. For the magnetospheric problem it is nec-
essary to consider rotation, anisotropy (p⊥ = p‖) as
well as the boundary condition where the ﬁeld lines
enter the conducting regions near the planetary poles.
Chan et al.[7] utilize a low beta equilibrium expan-
sion in the ballooning calculation and their results
are suspect at high beta[8].
As a laboratory approach to controlled fusion a
circular magnet that is located within a plasma will
generate a dipole conﬁguration. To avoid losses on
supports the ring needs to be superconducting and
be magnetically levitated within the vacuum cham-
ber. Since a large ﬂux expansion is necessary to ob-
tain a fusion grade plasma (for ﬁxed edge plasma pa-
rameters) the conﬁguration tends to require a small
coil that is levitated within a relatively large vac-
uum chamber. An initial test of this concept is em-
bodied in the Levitated Dipole Experiment[9] (LDX)
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Figure 1: Vacuum ﬁeld in LDX.
which is being built jointly by Columbia University
and MIT. An important goal of this experiment is to
study the beta limits of the dipole conﬁguration.
In this article we consider the beta limits imposed
by ideal MHD in a dipole conﬁguration as formed by
a ﬂoating ring. We will ﬁrst ﬁnd the numerical so-
lution to the ﬁnite-β equilibrium. We will then use
the equilibrium solution to evaluate interchange and
ballooning stability. We will show that when an equi-
librium is obtained for a plasma proﬁle that is stable
to interchange modes it will also be stable to high-
n ballooning modes. The reason for the unusually
high ballooning limit is that, in order to minimize the
stabilizing plasma compressibility, the most unstable
modes will be up-down anti-symmetric. As a result
the ballooning eigenmodes are forced to have a node
at the point of maximum beta (near the outer mid-
plane of the conﬁguration) and the region of strong
bending is forced to occur at relatively low beta.
We consider ﬁrst the MHD equilibrium of a fu-
sion grade laboratory plasma conﬁned by a levitated
superconducting magnet. Since the currents in the
ﬂoating ring and external coils are toroidal and we
assume that no poloidal currents are driven in the
plasma, the magnetic ﬁeld will be entirely poloidal.
We can then write a somewhat simpliﬁed Ampere’s
law as[10]
µ0 J = − 1
R
∆∗ψeφ (1)
where ψ the ﬂux function, ψ = (1/2π)
∫
B · d A,
B = ∇ψ × eφ/R, the elliptic operator ∆∗, ∆∗ψ ≡
R2∇ · (∇ψ/R2), and R, Z, φ are cylindrical coordi-
nates.
Since plasma ﬁeld lines pass through the open
bore of the magnet the ﬁeld lines are closed. Un-
like magnetospheric plasmas particles are conﬁned
on closed ﬁeld lines and we can assume an isotropic
plasma pressure. We will also neglect gravitational
and rotational forces that are signiﬁcant in space plas-
mas (e.g. in the Jovian magnetosphere rotational
pressure is larger than the kinetic pressure). Force
balance then yields a reduced Grad-Shafranov equa-
tion
∆∗ψ = −µ0R2 dp
dψ
(2)
where the plasma pressure, p, is a ﬂux function, i.e.
p = p(ψ). Unless otherwise speciﬁed we will deﬁne
beta as the local beta throughout this article, i.e.
β ≡ 2µ0 p(ψ)
B2(R,Z)
(3)
The vacuum ﬁeld, which closely resembles the low
beta equilibrium ﬁeld is shown in Fig. 1. Notice that
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Figure 2: High β equilibrium (βmax = 10) solution in the LDX geometry.
an x-point and a separatrix can form due to the pres-
ence of a coil that is attractive to and supports the
weight of the ﬂoating coil.
We have solved the equilibrium equation numer-
ically using a modiﬁed version of the TokaMac code
[11]. Similar to the EFIT [12] equilibrium ﬁtting
code, the code ﬁnds a free boundary solution to
Eq. (2) by iteratively updating the grid boundary
conditions and then solving the appropriate ﬁxed
boundary problem for ψ at each iteration using a
multi grid relaxation method. On each iteration,
the Dirichelet boundary condition is computed from
Green’s functions for each coil and the plasma current
is determined from the right hand side of Eq. (2).
For a ﬁxed edge pressure the highest beta value is
obtained for a pressure proﬁle that is marginally sta-
ble to interchange modes. Therefore, we will search
for high beta equilibria that are obtained as fol-
lows: We specify a zero pressure at the surface of
the ﬂoating ring and a ﬁxed value, pedge at the outer
ﬂux surface (deﬁned to be either the vacuum cham-
ber wall or a magnetic separatrix, whichever is lo-
cated closer in). We also specify the spacial loca-
tion of the pressure peak. Between the inner zero
pressure surface and the pressure peak we specify
that the pressure rise in a cosinusoidal fashion, i.e.
p(ψ) = 0.5(1− cos[2π(ψ − ψ0)/(ψpeak − ψ0)]). This
choice provides a zero gradient at the inner and the
peak pressure locations. Between the location of the
pressure peak and the outer ﬂux surface we specify
that the pressure rises according to the ﬁnite beta
interchange constraint p ∝ 1/V γ . This proﬁle is ap-
plied in a iterative fashion. The pressure proﬁle will
therefore be marginally stable to interchange modes
between the pressure peak and the outer ﬂux tube.
We demonstrate high-β equilibrium by choosing
a pressure proﬁle that is deﬁned by an edge pressure
of 7 Pa and the peak pressure location of R=0.75
m. The ﬂoating coil extends between R=0.2235 m
and R=0.585 m and the pressure is set to zero on
the ﬁeld line that passes through the R=0.2235 m
location. The resulting equilibrium, shown in Fig.
2 has a peak local beta of βmax 
 10. The high-β
equilibrium will be used to evaluate the ﬁeld line cur-
vature as is required for the solution of the ballooning
equation [Eq. (11)] which is discussed below. Notice
that the equilibrium has moved out radially and the
plasma is now limited on an outer limiter and not by
the magnetic separatrix.
The stability of a dipole to ideal MHD inter-
change and ballooning modes can be evaluated from
the MHD energy principle. We will consider the con-
ﬁnement of a high-β plasma. For a levitated dipole
the ﬁeld is poloidal and the curvature is in the ∇ψ
3
direction, i.e. κ = κψ∇ψ with κ = b ·∇b. The energy principle gives:[10]
δWF =
1
2µ0
∫
p
d3r
[
| Q⊥|2 +B2|∇ · ξ⊥ + 2ξ⊥ · κ|2 + γµ0p〈∇ · ξ⊥〉2 − (2µ0ξ⊥ · ∇p)(κ · ξ∗⊥)
]
. (4)
with the ﬂux average deﬁned as 〈c〉 =
(
∮
c d/B)/(
∮
d/B). In Eq. (4) Q = ∇ × (ξ × B)
and ξ⊥ is the amplitude of the perpendicular dis-
placement. The ﬁrst term in Eq. (4) represents the
energy associated with ﬁeld-line-bending. The sec-
ond term magnetic compression and the third term
is plasma compression. The plasma compression term
only appears for a closed ﬁeld line system. The last
term is the curvature (instability) drive. There is no
kink drive term because only diamagnetic current is
present in the equilibrium, i.e. j‖ = 0. We can min-
imize the sum of the stabilizing plasma + magnetic
compression terms to obtain [13]
B2|∇·ξ⊥+2ξ⊥ ·κ|2+γµ0p〈∇·ξ⊥〉2 → 4γµ0p〈
ξ⊥ · κ〉2
1 + γ〈β〉/2 .
(5)
Consider highly localized modes. We approximate
ξ⊥ = η⊥eiS , where ∇S ≡ k⊥ and B · ∇S = 0. Fol-
lowing Freidberg[10], we can obtain to lowest order
(in 1/k⊥a), η⊥0 = (X/B)b × k⊥. The second order
contribution to δW then becomes
δW2 =
1
2µ0
∫
dψdφW (6)
with
W (ψ, φ, ζ) =
∫
Jdζ
[
k2⊥
J2B2
(
∂X
∂ζ
)2
− 2µ0
(
∂S
∂φ
)2
dp
dψ
κψX
2 + 4γµ0p
(
∂S
∂φ
)2 〈κψX〉2
1 + γ〈β〉/2
]
. (7)
In the region between the pressure peak and the wall
of the vacuum chamber the curvature drive [second
term in Eq. (7)] is always destabilizing since pψ < 0
and κψ < 0. The compressibility term (the third term
in Eq. (7)) is always stabilizing provided 〈Xκψ〉 = 0
although the stabilization becomes ineﬃcient at suf-
ﬁciently high 〈β〉. Since k⊥ only occurs in the sta-
bilizing ﬁeld-line-bending term we can further min-
imize Eq. (7) by taking k⊥ = kφ∇φ + kψ∇ψ ≈
(1/R)∂S/∂φ = n/R. We can nowminimize Eq. (7) to
obtain the balloon equation (at marginal stability):
B
d
d
1
BR2
dX
d
+2µ0κψpψX−4γµ0pκψ 〈Xκψ〉1 + γ 〈β〉 /2 = 0
(8)
with pψ ≡ dp/dψ. Equation (8) together with
the Grad-Shafranov equation [Eq. (2)] determine the
marginal stability of both high-n interchange and bal-
looning modes. The continuity of the eigenfunction
and its derivative provide the boundary condition for
integrating around a closed ﬁeld line.
Consider ﬁrst the stability of interchange modes,
i.e. modes with X = constant. Equation (8) then
indicates stability for
2γp〈κψ〉
1 + γ〈β〉/2 ≥ pψ (9)
We can simplify Eq. (8) for ballooning modes by
considering the ﬂux tube average to obtain a con-
straint on the solution. The ﬂux tube average of
Eq. (8) is
〈Xκψ〉
[
2γp〈κψ〉
1 + γ〈β〉/2 − pψ
]
= 0. (10)
Equation (10) indicates that when interchange modes
are stable the solution to Eq. (8) requires that
〈Xκψ〉 = 0. Thus we can simplify Eq. (8) for bal-
looning modes:
B
d
d
1
BR2
dX
d
+ 2αµ0κψpψX = 0. (11)
We have added a multiplicative constant, α, to the
second term in Eq. (11) and therefore this equation
reduces to the balloon equation when α = 1. The
condition 〈Xκψ〉 = 0 is satisﬁed by both even and
odd modes but the odd modes are found to be the
most unstable.
Once the equilibrium is solved we can determine
κψ and Eq. (11) can be easily solved with a shoot-
ing technique. In the solution we set X=0 at the
minimum magnetic ﬁeld point and integrate around
the (closed) ﬁeld line of length L. We vary α un-
til X(L)=X(0). Further, since a real (experimental)
conﬁguration is not up-down symmetric we need to
vary the X=0 starting point location until we ﬁnd
X′(0) = X′(L). The X=0 point is found to be close
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Figure 3: Pressure proﬁle and midplane magnetic ﬁeld for an equilibrium with (βmax = 10) solution in the
LDX geometry.
the the magnetic ﬁeld minimum at the outer mid-
plane. The value of α is a measure of how stable (or
unstable) the ﬁeld line is to ballooning with α > 1
indicating stability. This method of stability analysis
is similar to the Newcomb theorem[14].
Consider the stability of a high β equilibrium. To
obtain the maximum peak pressure (for a given edge
pressure) we will choose the pressure proﬁle p(ψ) to
satisfy marginal interchange stability. Figure 3 dis-
plays the pressure proﬁle for the high β equilibrium
having a maximum local β, βmax > 10, ﬂux average
β, 〈β〉max = 3.9 and volume average β, β ∼ 0.50.
In the stability calculation we considered 62 ﬂux sur-
faces. The inner 5 surfaces are stable since pψ > 0
while the outer 45 surfaces have pψ < 0. The mag-
netic ﬁeld on the outer midplane is displayed in Fig. 3.
All surfaces are found to be stable to ballooning
modes.
The marginally stable eigenmode can be deter-
mined as the point where α has been adjusted
to satisfy the boundary conditions. The resulting
eigenmodes are not the true MHD eigenmode since
Eq. (11) is only equivalent to the balloon equation
when α = 1. For α > 1 the pressure gradient in the
instability drive term has been eﬀectively increased
without re calculating the equilibrium. In a typical
calculation we ﬁnd that, for the odd mode, α = 70,
while α = 119 for the even mode, conﬁrming our in-
tuition the the even mode is more stable. The odd
and even eigenmodes as well as the along-the-ﬁeld-
line β proﬁle are shown in Fig. 4. Considering the
odd mode we observe that the mode amplitude is
small in the region of high beta (near s ∼ 0) and
the ﬁeld line must bend in a region where beta is re-
duced to < 10% of its peak value. The even mode
is always seen to be more stable because it is forced
to bend (and change signs) in the high beta region
and it therefore requires a larger bending energy. In
conclusion we have shown that the equilibrium and
high-n ballooning equations become relatively simple
in a dipole conﬁguration. The steepest pressure pro-
ﬁle that is consistent with interchange stability pro-
vides the maximum peak-local-beta for a given radial
extent of the conﬁned plasma. An evaluation of equi-
librium and stability indicates that equilibria can be
found at very high β and we have shown a case that
was solved for β ∼ 10. We have also found that
high-n ballooning modes remain stable in the high β
regime.
It has been pointed out that in a similar conﬁg-
uration a separatrix can be formed with x-points on
the magnetic axis such that
∮
dl/B → ∞. In this
conﬁguration the edge pressure gradient can become
very large and ballooning modes will limit β in the
vicinity of the separatrix [15, 16]. We have not ex-
amined this possibility.
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Figure 4: The approximate eigenmodes for the β = 5 ﬁeld line (in the high-β equilibrium). The beta proﬁle
along-the-ﬁeld-line is also shown.
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